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Abstract

The lexical knowledge of NLP systems should
be tested (i) for their internal consistency
(avoiding groundedness issues) and (ii) both
for content words and logical words. In this
paper we propose a new method to test the un-
derstanding of the hypernymy relationship by
measuring its antisymmetry according to the
models. Previous studies often rely only on the
direct question (e.g., A robin is a ...), where we
argue a correct answer could only rely on col-
locational cues, rather than hierarchical cues.
We show how to control for this, and how it is
important. We develop a method to ask similar
questions about logical words that encode an
entailment-like relation (e.g., because or there-
fore). Our results show important weaknesses
of BERT-like models on these semantic tasks.

1 Introduction

The main training task of transformer-based archi-
tectures (Vaswani et al., 2017; Devlin et al., 2019;
Liu et al., 2019) is to predict which word may oc-
cur in a given position in a sentence. As a first
pass, syntax understanding is an important prereq-
uisite to complete this task through which systems
learn the distribution of words within sentences,
satisfying the constraints imposed by the linguis-
tic environments these words are in. Accordingly,
these models have shown strong syntactic capabil-
ities (Goldberg, 2019; Wu et al., 2020; Warstadt
et al., 2019; Jumelet and Hupkes, 2018).

What do they learn about semantics? Hyper-
nymy offers a strong opportunity to study this ques-
tion as it is very close to entailment, the cornerstone
relation in semantics. Also, it can be studied solely
through the Masked Language Modelling task, and
without fine-tuning. For instance, in the prompt
A robin is a [MASK], BERT assigns a high proba-
bility to bird in the MASK position (Petroni et al.,
2019; Jiang et al., 2020). These models have thus
captured semantic information about the relations

between content words, here a relation between
robin and bird. In this work, we begin by following
up on the nuanced findings in this area (Hanna and
Mareček, 2021; Ravichander et al., 2020), using
and refining methods to assess the understanding
of hypernymy, pair by pair.

Then we use these initial results and measure-
ments to study the semantics of logical words, and
more specifically connectives, such as thus or be-
cause. The idea is to evaluate the internal coher-
ence of the system. Specifically, we ask whether
NLP models coherently assign a high probability
to thus in the place of the mask in This is a robin,
[MASK] this is a bird, exactly in these cases where
the pair robin-bird is independently (and ungroud-
edly) registered as a hyponym-hypernym pair.

We thus raise and answer these research ques-
tions: Do BERT-like models understand the asym-
metric taxonomic relationship of hypernymy (or
only a symmetric co-occurrence relation between
hypo-hypernyms)? Do they use entailment-like
connectives appropriately? Do they show inter-
nal consistency: using entailment connectives to
connect cases where they detect hypernymy (i.e. in-
depedently of whether hypernymy actually holds)?
Hence, our contributions are as follows:

• We test the non-symmetric aspect of hyper-
nymy. To our knowledge, this is absent from
other studies, which only test hypernymy
through one-sided prompts.

• We extend the methodology to test the seman-
tics of logical connectives like because and
therefore.

• We analyze logical connectives in a non-
grounded manner: we test the semantic knowl-
edge of entailment connectives, using entail-
ment facts (hypernyms) that are independently
proved to be known by the system.
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• We show that BERT-like models have impor-
tant weaknesses on all previous tasks. The
most surprising one being a reversed seman-
tics for because.

2 Semantics As Internal Consistency

One classical approach to semantics is that know-
ing the meaning of a sentence is knowing in which
situations this sentence is true, that is, being able
to map (sentence, situation) pairs onto truth-values
(Davidson, 1967; Lewis, 1970). Text-only-trained
machines surely cannot do so, simply because they
only take sentences as inputs, not situations.

However, semantics may also be seen as the
graph of all entailment relations between sentences.
These entailment relations can follow from taxo-
nomic relations between content words: the fact
that all robins are birds will create entailment re-
lations between sentences (e.g., John saw a robin
entails John saw a bird). Being able to identify
these is showing a strong command of the meaning
of the words robin and bird, independently of how
these words are grounded in the actual world.

Entailment relations between sentences can also
follow from the meaning of the logical words they
contain. In a “proof-theoretic” approach, one may
even say that this is all there is to the semantics of
logical words, which are not grounded: the power
to create a consistent net of entailment relations.

Our work is part of this recent vision of the no-
tion of meaning for non-grounded LMs (Piantadosi
and Hill, 2022).

3 Related Work

NLP models have been tested for their syntactic
abilities (Rogers et al., 2020; Lin et al., 2019; Wu
et al., 2020; Goldberg, 2019; Warstadt et al., 2019;
Jumelet and Hupkes, 2018; Marvin and Linzen,
2018) for which they obtain strong results, but to
a lesser extent for their semantic abilities (Rogers
et al., 2020; Balasubramanian et al., 2020; Wallace
et al., 2019; Ettinger, 2019) for which they show
more fragile performances.

Models such as BERT encode world knowledge
(Feldman et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2020). The first
part of our work is a direct follow-up of prompt
studies (Liu et al., 2021) targeting knowledge of hy-
pernymy which has been shown to be high but frag-
ile and inconsistent (Petroni et al., 2019; Hanna and
Mareček, 2021; Ravichander et al., 2020; Bouraoui

et al., 2019). We leverage this knowledge to extend
the investigation to logical words.

4 Experiment 1: Content Words

4.1 Metrics

Considering a hyponym-hypernym pair such as
(robin, bird), what probability does BERT assign
to the hypernym word bird in a MASK position:

P[MASK = bird | A robin is a MASK] (1)

For more than 30% of the pairs, the target hyper-
nym is the top-1 word predicted, and in 80% of
the pairs, it is in the top-100 (Petroni et al., 2019).
This indicates that BERT recognizes that robin and
bird are likely to co-occur in a sentence. We ask
whether the system recognizes that the hyponym-
hypernym relation is not symmetric, a critical fact
that makes hypernymy a variant of entailment (and
not of relevance). We do so by correcting the above
probability with the probability of that same hyper-
nym, albeit in the reverse configuration. Thus, we
consider the log-ratio of (1) and (2):

P[MASK = bird | A MASK is a robin] (2)

Furthermore, like (Jiang et al., 2020; Hanna and
Mareček, 2021), we explore a set of prompts and
not just one. For each pair of hyponym-hypernym
(h, c) (h the head and c the class to which h
belongs) we start from a template DET1 h REL
DET2 c, with DETi determiners (e.g. the, a, an, ϵ)
and REL an instantiation of the hypernymy relation
(e.g. is, is a subclass of, is a kind of, is a sort of, is
a type of ). We use the model to compute a score
for a set of determiners and relations and then we
select the prompt with the highest one (more details
in Appendix B, with explanations as to how this
optimizes the form of the prompt without a priori
biasing the final log-ratio scores).

Once the prompt is selected, we compute the
following hypernymy score σ:

σ(h, c) := log
P[MASK = c | DETn

1 h REL DETn
2 MASK]

P[MASK = c | DETd
1 MASK REL DETd

2 h]
(3)

which should be positive for well-understood pairs.
Note that the subscript n and d stands for numer-
ator and denominator respectively as the two are
optimized separately. Other formulae are just as
natural, such as the σ′ presented in Appendix A.
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WordNet T-Rex ConceptNet BLESS
0.38 (3.85) 1.14 (3.45) 0.85 (2.76) 0.68 (3.42)

Table 1: Mean (and standard deviation) of the σ scores
for content words for BERT-base.

4.2 Multi-token Prediction

Some hyponym-hypernym pairs are made of multi-
token expressions. For example, great ape is tok-
enized as two tokens. To overcome this difficulty
we use the technique presented in (Feldman et al.,
2019) consisting in computing the probability of
each token independently and iteratively unmask-
ing the token with the highest probability.

4.3 Knowledge Sources

To build hyponym-hypernym pairs we used the
following four different knowledge sources: Word-
Net (Miller, 1995) from which we obtained
110, 663 pairs by selecting synsets connected by
the hyponym relation, T-Rex (Elsahar et al., 2018)
using the subclass of relation we extracted 2, 489
pairs, ConceptNet (Speer and Havasi, 2012) with
its IsA relation lead to 49, 572 pairs and BLESS
(Baroni and Lenci, 2011) which contains 1, 200
triplets connected with the hyper relation. Note
that some pairs are made of rare, if not obscure,
words, the BLESS corpus aims at minimizing this
issue, as it has been filtered through crowd sourc-
ing.

4.4 Results

We conducted all experiments on BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019), ELECTRA (Clark et al., 2020), Distil-
BERT (Sanh et al., 2020) and ALBERT (Lan et al.,
2020). The results for BERT-base are given in Ta-
ble 1 (see Appendix C for the other models). The
mean of the scores is always positive (p < 0.001).
This shows that these models encode the hyper-
nymy relation better than chance. Yet, an average
of 45% pairs are encoded in the wrong direction
(see Fig. 1 for BERT-base). From a grounded ap-
proach of semantics, these are errors. In Experi-
ment 2, we take them as an opportunity to look for
traces of strong semantics command, as an internal
consistency constraint.

5 Experiment 2: Logical Words

The previous experiment establishes how models
capture semantic relations between content nouns.
We can use these results to investigate how the

Figure 1: Histogram of the σ score distribution for
BERT-base on the WordNet dataset, showing a slightly
positive mean (dash-line), as well as a large variance.

same models understand logical words. Concretely,
one would expect a high probability for words like
thus, so, therefore in the following sentence, and a
low probability for words like because, since, for as
they encode this entailment the other way around:

It’s a robin MASK it’s a bird. (4)

Results on hypernym-hyponym pairs show great
variability hence, the high probability for thus-
logical words in the sentence above is expected
only if that particular pair, (robin, bird), is assigned
a high hypernymy score by the model. For pairs
that receive a very negative score, the expectation
is in fact that the results would be reversed. This
approach thus allows us to test the semantic consis-
tency of the system. Consistency could be perfect
for logical words, even if there are grounding errors
with content words and world knowledge.

We tested 7 logical words of the thus class
(thus, therefore, consequently, then, accordingly,
so, hence), and 5 logical words of the because class
(because, since, for, seeing, considering).

5.1 Metrics
We define a score for a logical word w and a
hyponym-hypernym pair (h, c) as in (5). This score
measures the probability of finding, say, thus, in a
sentence like (4) above, corrected for the probabil-
ity of finding it in the reverse sentence.

s(w;h, c) :=

log
P[MASK = w |PRE1 DET1 hMASK PRE2 DET2 c]

P[MASK = w |PRE2 DET2 cMASK PRE1 DET1 h]

(5)

As before, we explore multiple prompts from
a set of determiners DET and prefixes PRE (see
details in Appendix B). A global score s(l) is ob-
tained for a logical word w by averaging s(w;h, c)
over the set of all content word pairs (h, c).
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As seen in §4.4, the hyponym-hypernym pairs
are not all equal regarding to our hypernymy scores.
We thus introduce s+(w) (resp. s−(w)): the aver-
age of s(w;h, c) on the top 5%1 (resp. bottom 5%)
pairs according to σ (or σ′). Hence, for a coher-
ent model having understood those logical words
we expect s+ ≥ 0 ≥ s− for thus-words, and the
reverse inequalities s+ ≤ 0 ≤ s− for because-
words. See Fig. 2 for a graphical representation of
the expected results for a consistent model.

Figure 2: Visual representation of expected results for a
consistent model. best stands for s+ and worst for s−

We have s+ ≥ 0 ≥ s− for thus-words, and the reverse
inequalities s+ ≤ 0 ≤ s− for because-words.

5.2 Results
Table 2 presents the global scores s for BERT-base
(full results are in Appendix C). The thus-words
almost always obtain a positive global score. The
because-words sometimes show a negative score
(as they should), but most of the times they obtain
a positive score just like thus-words.

Figure 3 presents the s+ and s− scores obtained
by BERT-base for the WordNet database relative
to the σ score. The thus-words obtain a positive
score on the best pairs, and a smaller score (albeit
not necessarily negative) on the worst pairs. This
is the expected result for a model that has correctly
understood these logical words. However, because-
words display a somewhat similar behavior: a posi-
tive score over the best pairs, and a lower score over
the worst pairs. All models show a qualitatively
similar behavior, although ELECTRA seems to
behave more consistently (see Appendix C). Over-
all, these results suggest that thus-words and be-
cause-words alike are understood as being of the
thus-type.

1Empirically we explored several thresholds in percentiles
or absolute sigma scores and obtained qualitatively similar
results. The 5% threshold was chosen as inclusive enough
to have enough pairs to make statistics, and strict enough to
make sure the elements in there unambiguously passed the
test from Experiment 1.

WordNet T-Rex ConceptNet BLESS
therefore 0.13 0.12 0.07 0.30

consequently 0.11 0.10 0.04 0.11

then 0.03 0.00 0.00 −0.05

accordingly 0.11 0.07 0.05 0.11

so 0.06 0.04 0.02 −0.03

hence 0.09 0.00 0.05 0.30

thus 0.12 0.00 0.04 0.09

because 0.22 0.26 0.20 0.32

since 0.03 0.11 0.02 −0.23

for 0.01 0.00 0.00 −0.06

seeing −0.09 −0.13 −0.17 −0.57

considering −0.03 0.12 −0.02 −0.33

Table 2: Score s for the logical words we tested and for
BERT-base. Red numbers represent unexpected results:
assuming that content word pairs are well-understood,
then a good result would be one with positive scores
for the thus-words and negative scores for the because-
words. Here scores for thus-words are mainly positive,
but they are also positive for the because-words.

5.3 Discussion
The similar behavior between thus and because
is puzzling. A first possibility that could explain
this would be a significant difference in frequency
between thus words and because words in the train-
ing corpus. Indeed a signal that would be too weak
for because could lead to a poor assimilation of
its semantics. Unfortunately we did not check fre-
quencies in the training corpus but according to the
python package wordfreq2, because is for example
one hundred times more frequent than therefore or
thus, ruling out this explanation. Another possi-
bility is that because is not used as the converse
of thus, even by humans. Underlyingly, the result
shows that the sentence This is a robin, because
it is a bird may be more natural than the reverse
This is a bird, because it is a robin. One may argue
that the latter is somewhat tautological and, as such,
not natural, while the former may find its use cases
(e.g., when discriminating between a robin and an
orangutan). One may wonder why the converse
does not apply to thus-words however. To clear this
issue one could look at the occurrences of thus and
because in the relevant training corpora. Regard-
less, a conclusion we can already draw is that the
simplest entailment-like semantics for because is
very far from what is encoded in these models.

6 Conclusion

We propose an approach to the semantic study of
BERT-type networks. First we evaluate the models
on the non-symmetry of an entailment-like relation,
namely hypernymy. The tested models show an

2https://pypi.org/project/wordfreq/
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Figure 3: Bar chart of s+ and s− scores for BERT-base on the dataset WordNet. The thus-like words are in blue,
and the because-like words are in red. The thus-words are relatively well-behaved: the best pairs induce a positive
score, while the worst pairs induce a lower score (although not necessarily a negative one, as would be expected).
The because-words are not as clear: the best pairs also most often yield a positive score, while here we would expect
a negative score. Moreover the worst pairs often induce a lower (and always negative) score. Overall, thus-words
are relatively well understood, while because-words are mistaken as thus-words.

average positive understanding of this relation. But
this is accompanied with a large variance, showing
that the relation is very often captured backward.

Thanks to these results we moved to testing log-
ical words of type thus and because, which im-
personate the entailment relation at the core of all
enterprises in semantics. Its non-symmetry is one
of its fundamental property. The models capture
on average the non-symmetry of the words of type
thus appropriately and they also show good con-
sistency results, that is, a stronger signal for pairs
that are themselves well-captured. However, the
models obtain similar scores for the words of type
because and, applying the same standards, they
thus capture them backwards. Moreover all these
results are to be qualified by their great variability
across models and knowledge sources.

These properties albeit simple are yet at the core
of what human semantics is however they are not re-
liably captured. This failure on these basic logical
tests then raises questions regarding their otherwise
impressive success. They also provide a method
to reconstruct their actual semantics, if it is not
human-like, and offers challenging tasks for these
models.

Limitations

Our evaluations rely on the Masked Language Mod-
elling task as it was a convenient task to conduct
our experiments and following up on similar related
works. To apply it to models trained differently,
e.g., models of the GPT class, one needs to develop
comparable appropriateness measures, which is a
general desiderata of the field.

We evaluated the models through prompts. We
used a fixed set of prompts, and others could pro-
duce better results for each of the tasks at stake.

Even if one could find some working prompts, this
may not be ambitious enough, however. It would
show that the relevant information is present in the
system, say about hyponym-hypernym pairs. But
the tests we are proposing rely on the idea that mod-
els should work well consistently, across tasks, and
across prompts.

With our zero-shot prompting method, we tested
the pre-trained models. One could imagine ways
to fine-tune these models to our requirements. Our
goal here was to first make visible that the ground-
less training might have been sufficient to encode a
consistent semantics, and yet that it did not.

In future work, we also hope to develop quantita-
tive measures of success and consistency (starting
from the statistical models in Appendix D), con-
sistency measures which compare parallel perfor-
mance over more tasks at the same time.
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A Another hypernymy score σ′

We introduce another hypernymy score σ′ that
corrects (1) differently:

σ′(h, c) :=

log
P[MASK = c |DETn

1 hREL DETn
2 MASK]

P[MASK = h |DETd
1 cREL DETd

2 MASK]
−

log
P[MASK2 = c |DETd

1 MASK1 REL DETd
2 MASK2]

P[MASK2 = h |DETn
1 MASK1 REL DETn

2 MASK2]

(6)

There, the first log-ratio involves the probability
of the hyponym in the reverse sentence. We also
control for the mere probabilities of hypernyms and
hyponyms without the influence of the other (by
masking the other), which is the role of the second
log-ratio. We report results for both of these scores.

B Prompts

To compute the prompts we chose a zero-shot ap-
proach to model probing. Starting from a template
of the form:

DET1 NOUN1 REL DET2 NOUN2

DETi are determiners that we can chose from the
set {the, a, an, ϵ}, REL is an instantiation of the
hypernymy relation that can be {is, is a subclass of,
is a kind of, is a sort of, is a type of} and NOUNi

are placeholders for the hyponyms-hypernyms and
for the MASK token during inference.

Then for each pair (h, c) we computed an opti-
mal REL∗ that maximizes:

max
DETn

1 ,DETn
2

(

P(MASK2 = c |DETn
1 MASK1 REL DETn

2 MASK2)

×P(MASK1 = h |DETn
1 MASK1 REL DETn

2 MASK2)

)

×
max

DETd
1 ,DETd

2

(

P(MASK2 = c |DETd
1 MASK2 REL DETd

2 MASK1)

×P(MASK1 = h |DETd
1 MASK2 REL DETd

2 MASK1)

)
(7)

By selecting the determiners that realize the max
in the previous equation which are DETn∗

i for the
numerator of the hypernymy score (3) and DETd∗

i

for the denominator, one obtain two prompts:

DETn∗
1 NOUN1 REL∗ DETn∗

2 NOUN2

and

DETd∗
1 NOUN1 REL∗ DETd∗

2 NOUN2

Note that we constrain the relation instantiation
REL to be the same in both prompts to gain compu-
tation time.

The idea behind (7) is to investigate for which
prompt the model prefers to favor the probability
of the hypernym or the hyponym in any position in
the sentence but without the influence of the other
word of the pair (hence two MASKs, where the
placeholders NOUNi were). This encourages the
selection of an appropriate prompt independently
of the overall truth-value of the sentence with the
two words, which is precisely what we want to
study afterwards.

For logical words the idea is exactly the same.
We explore a set of prompts with DETi determiners
from {the, a, an, ϵ} and PREi prefixes from {this
is, it is} chosen to maximize for a given logical
word w and a given pair (h, c):

P[MASK = w |PRE1 DET1 hMASK PRE2 DET2 c]×
P[MASK = w |PRE2 DET2 cMASK PRE1 DET1 h]

(8)

Here however we constrain the determiners DETi

to be the same in the denominator and the numera-
tor to gain computation time.

C Results

In this section we give the full results across the
various datasets and models. We will not conduct
full analyses of all results, although results are very
heterogenous (even for the same model across dif-
ferent knowledge sources). Table 3 gives the full
results for hypernymy scores σ and σ′. Tables 4,
5, 6, 7 and 8 show the logical scores results. The
undesirable scores are shown in red.

Impressionistically, ELECTRA seems to have
the best consistency results (Fig. 4). At the other
end of the spectrum, although it looks like BERT
has sometimes well captured thus-type logical
words, there are also counter-examples to this, on
BLESS for instance (Fig. 5).

D Statistics

To obtain a more quantitative measure of the phe-
nomenon, we fit a Linear Mixed Effect Model to
evaluate the impact on the logical score of the type
of pair, better or worse (ie. top 5% vs bottom 5%)
as well as the interaction of this variable with the
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WordNet T-Rex ConceptNet BLESS

BERT-base
σ 0.38 (3.85) 1.14 (3.45) 0.85 (2.76) 0.68 (3.42)

σ′ 1.13 (4.57) 0.98 (4.67) 0.79 (3.26) 0.11 (3.26)

BERT-large
σ 0.79 (3.89) 1.58 (4.00) 1.07 (3.12) 1.62 (2.99)

σ′ 1.28 (5.10) 1.74 (5.53) 1.14 (3.84) 0.91 (3.30)

DistilBERT
σ 0.63 (2.56) 1.03 (2.37) 0.51 (2.18) 1.31 (2.05)

σ′ 0.54 (2.66) 0.52 (2.79) 0.50 (2.22) 0.53 (1.92)

ALBERT
σ 0.63 (3.02) 0.63 (2.97) 0.45 (2.76) 1.09 (1.96)

σ′ 0.78 (9.59) 2.69 (10.15) 0.56 (7.73) 1.86. (8.82)

ELECTRA-small
σ 0.52 (2.06) 0.43 (2.14) 0.51 (1.94) 1.34 (2.01)

σ′ 0.24 (2.55) 0.27 (2.72) 0.17 (2.22) 0.43 (1.71)

Table 3: Mean (and standard deviation) of the scores for content words for the different models and datasets.

Figure 4: Bar chart of s+ and s− scores on the dataset ConceptNet and computed from ELECTRA generator. This
is qualitatively the most consistent behavior observed across models and knowledge source.

WordNet T-Rex ConceptNet BLESS
therefore 0.13 0.12 0.07 0.30

consequently 0.11 0.10 0.04 0.11

then 0.03 0.00 0.00 −0.05

accordingly 0.11 0.07 0.05 0.11

so 0.06 0.04 0.02 −0.03

hence 0.09 0.00 0.05 0.30

thus 0.12 0.00 0.04 0.09

because 0.22 0.26 0.20 0.32

since 0.03 0.11 0.02 −0.23

for 0.01 0.00 0.00 −0.06

seeing −0.09 −0.13 −0.17 −0.57

considering −0.03 0.12 −0.02 −0.33

Table 4: Score s for BERT-base.

WordNet T-Rex ConceptNet BLESS
therefore 0.07 0.16 0.02 0.25

consequently 0.03 0.07 −0.05 0.05

then −0.07 −0.14 −0.10 −0.22

accordingly −0.01 0.05 −0.04 0.16

so 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.19

hence 0.09 0.00 0.05 0.30

thus 0.08 0.15 0.01 0.17

because 0.21 0.25 0.16 −0.26

since 0.27 0.24 0.06 −0.38

for 0.11 0.13 0.00 −0.14

seeing −0.18 −0.15 −0.08 0.22

considering 0.06 −0.11 −0.06 −0.40

Table 5: Score s for BERT-large.

WordNet T-Rex ConceptNet BLESS
therefore −0.06 −0.07 0.08 0.31

consequently −0.02 −0.01 −0.03 −0.04

then −0.11 −0.08 −0.13 −0.36

accordingly 0.01 0.05 −0.01 0.00

so 0.07 0.04 0.08 0.12

hence −0.04 −0.09 −0.05 −0.04

thus 0.07 0.03 0.12 0.24

because −0.11 −0.18 0.09 0.29

since −0.13 −0.15 0.06 0.06

for −0.25 −0.31 −0.04 −0.15

seeing 0.10 0.02 0.08 0.12

considering −0.22 −0.15 0.10 0.15

Table 6: Score s for DistilBERT.

WordNet T-Rex ConceptNet BLESS
therefore 0.00 0.09 −0.02 −0.17

consequently −0.05 0.05 −0.06 −0.15

then 0.00 0.11 0.03 −0.10

accordingly −0.12 −0.06 −0.14 −0.21

so 0.10 0.15 0.09 0.01

hence 0.01 0.11 −0.02 −0.16

thus 0.03 0.11 0.02 −0.05

because 0.10 0.13 0.10 −0.13

since 0.11 0.14 0.11 −0.03

for 0.04 0.07 0.01 −0.19

seeing 0.00 −0.06 −0.03 −0.09

considering −0.02 −0.06 −0.02 −0.17

Table 7: Score s for ALBERT.
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Figure 5: Bar chart of s+ and s− scores for BERT-base on the dataset BLESS. Here we have evidence of a more
because-type understanding of thus-type logical words.

WordNet T-Rex ConceptNet BLESS
therefore 0.13 0.12 0.00 0.23

consequently 0.02 0.00 −0.08 −0.06

then −0.01 0.04 −0.06 −0.04

accordingly 0.16 0.13 0.11 0.06

so 0.17 0.15 0.11 0.35

hence 0.06 0.05 −0.04 −0.02

thus 0.14 0.12 0.06 0.20

because −0.02 0.00 −0.09 −0.50

since 0.03 0.04 −0.04 −0.76

for −0.04 −0.05 −0.07 −0.49

seeing −0.04 −0.09 0.01 0.01

considering −0.06 0.01 −0.11 −0.90

Table 8: Score s for ELECTRA-small.

category of the logical word thus-like vs. because-
like. This gives us the following model:

Ypw = β0 + S0l + I0p + βpXp + βlXw + βplXpXw (9)

with Xp = 1 if the pair p is of type “better” and
0 if it is of type “worse”, Xw = 1 if the logi-
cal word w is thus-like and 0 if it is because-like,
(β0, βp, βw) the fixed effect parameters, βpw the
interaction parameter and S0w,∼ N (0, ω2

00) and
I0p,∼ N (0, t200) the random effect parameters.

We do it for BERT (base and large), excluding
BLESS because it has too few pairs. A distinct
understanding of thus-words vs. because-words
would be indicated by a positive βpw, the inter-
action between the category of the pair and the
category of the logical words. But this parameter
is always either statistically negative or non statis-
tically different from zero. This reveals that be-
cause-words were not understood differently from
thus-logical words.

The parameter βp is 8 times out of 12 signif-
icantly positive (3 datasets WordNet, T-Rex and
ConceptNet, 2 models BERT-base and BERT-large
and 2 scores σ and σ′). In other words, for BERT
the top hypernym-hyponym pairs received higher
scores than the bottom pairs, suggesting that logi-
cal words, thus and because alike, were understood
like thus-words.
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